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ABSTRACT
Context. Young stellar objects (YSOs) may undergo periods of active accretion (outbursts), during which the protostellar
accretion rate is temporarily enhanced by a few orders of magnitude. Whether or not these accretion outburst YSOs
possess similar dust/gas reservoirs to each other, and whether or not their dust/gas reservoirs are similar as quiescent
YSOs, are issues not yet clarified.
Aims. The aim of this work is to characterize the millimeter thermal dust emission properties of a statistically significant
sample of long and short duration accretion outburst YSOs (i.e., FUors and EXors) and the spectroscopically identified
candidates of accretion outbursting YSOs (i.e., FUor-like objects).
Methods. We have carried out extensive Submillimeter Array (SMA) observations mostly at ∼225 GHz (1.33 mm) and
∼272 GHz (1.10 mm), from 2008 to 2017. We covered accretion outburst YSOs located at <1 kpc distances from the
solar system.
Results. We analyze all the existing SMA data of such objects, both published and unpublished, in a coherent way to
present a millimeter interferometric database of 29 objects. We obtained 21 detections at >3-σ significance. Detected
sources except for the two cases of V883Ori and NGC2071MM3 were observed with ∼1′′ angular resolution. Overall
our observed targets show a systematically higher millimeter luminosity distribution than those of the M∗ >0.3 M⊙
Class II YSOs in the nearby (.400 pc) low-mass star-forming molecular clouds (e.g., Taurus, Lupus, Upp Scorpio, and
Chameleon I). In addition, at 1mm our observed confirmed binaries or triple-system sources are systematically fainter
than the rest of the sources even though their 1 mm fluxes are broadly distributed. We may have detected ∼30-60%
millimeter flux variability from V2494Cyg and V2495Cyg, from the observations separated by ∼1 year.
Conclusions.
Key words. Stars: formation — radio continuum: ISM — submillimeter: ISM — stars: variables: T Tauri, Herbig Ae/Be
1. Introduction
Previous optical and infrared (OIR) monitoring observa-
tions have detected luminous outbursts from some young
stellar objects (YSOs; for a recent review see Audard et
al. 2014). These outbursts are commonly interpreted as
due to a temporarily increased accretion rate onto the host
YSO, resulting in an enhanced accretion shock luminosity.
The YSOs which have longer outburst duration (a few tens
of years or longer) are referred to as FU Orionis objects
(FUors, hereafter) after the archetype source FUOri (see
Hartmann & Kenyon 1996 for a review). Those which have
1
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Fig. 1. SMA images of the observed FUors, EXors, and FUor-like objects. Images are taken at the mean frequency of 224-225
GHz (1.33 mm) if not specifically annotated. Synthesized beam is shown in the bottom left corner of each panel. Color bars are
in units of mJy beam−1. Contours are in steps of 3-σ (c.f. Table 1) if not specifically mentioned. Contours of L1551 IRS5 are 6
mJy beam−1 (2σ) × [-3, 3, 6, 12, 24, 48]. Contours of Haro 5a/6a IRS are 2.4 mJy beam−1 (1σ) × [-3, 3, 6, 12, 24, 48]. Contours
of V883Ori are 7.6 mJy beam−1 (1σ) × [-3, 3, 6, 12, 24, 48]. Contours of V2775Ori are 1.9 mJy beam−1 (1σ) × [-3, 3, 6, 12, 24].
Contours of V1647Ori are 0.66 mJy beam−1 (1σ) × [-3, 3, 6, 12, 24, 48, 96]. Image of NGC2071MM3 is presented with a θmaj ×
θmin=5.
′′8×3.′′6 (P.A.=43◦) synthesized beam to better present its extended envelope; contours are 0.66 mJy beam−1 (1σ) × [-3,
3, 6, 12, 24, 48]. Rectangle and cross in the panel of RNO1B/1C mark the locations of RNO 1B and 1C quoted from Quanz et
al. (2007a); in the panel of SVS13 they mark Per-emb-44 A and B (Anglada et al. 2004); in the panel of L1551 IRS5 they mark
the southern and northern binary components quoted from Lim et al. (2016); in the panel of XZTauA/B they mark the locations
of XZTauA and B quoted from Forgan et al. (2004); in the panel of VYTauA/B they mark the location of VYTau A and B
(e.g., Dodin et al. 2015); in the panel of V1118Ori they mark V1118Ori and its companion (Reipurth et al. 2007); in the panel of
FUOri they mark the locations of FUOri and FUOri S (Liu et al. 2017).
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Fig. 2. Continuation of Figure 1. Contours of V2494Cyg are 1.0 mJy beam−1 (1σ) × [-3, 3, 6, 12, 24, 48, 96]. Rectangle and
cross in the panel of AR6A/6B marks the locations of AR6A and 6B quoted from Aspin & Reipurth (2003); those in the panel
of ZCMa mark the locations of ZCMaNW and SE, respectively (Szeifert et al. 2010).
shorter outburst duration (a few hundred days to a few
years), and sometimes present repetitive outburst events,
are referred to as EXors after the archetype source EXLupi
(see Herbig 1977 for a review). We note that whether or
not there is a well defined boundary to separate FUors and
EXors is yet uncertain (e.g., Ko´spa´l et al. 2011b). There
are also objects which present OIR spectral features similar
to FUors although no OIR outbursts events were detected
for them in monitoring observations. They are referred to
as FUor-like objects, of which the accretion outburst may
have been onset before humans started to quantitatively
record the OIR brightness (see discussion in Hartmann &
Kenyon 1996). There are indirect evidences suggesting ac-
cretion bursts are common throughout the embedded stage,
and that FUors are the optical manifestation of that process
(e.g., Dunham & Vorobyov 2012 and references therein).
The OIR outburst events are rare, and a majority of
them are located at several hundreds parsec distances from
the solar system. In the early 1980s there were only a hand-
ful of YSOs with confirmed OIR outbursts. Thanks to the
persistent OIR monitoring surveys to discover more of them
over the last few decades, now it becomes possible to study
a large sample of accretion outburst YSOs in systematic
surveys. We refer to Audard et al. (2014) for a thorough
summary about the emission properties of these accretion
outburst YSOs at <100 µm wavelengths.
To understand the bulk properties of the cool gas/dust
reservoirs which are feeding accretion outbursts (e.g., cir-
cumstellar disks, inner envelopes), observations in the dust
optically thin regime (e.g., mm wavelengths) are neces-
sary. Previous far infrared and submillimeter surveys of
this type of YSOs were done with single-dish observations
which lacked the angular resolution to properly resolve the
dust emission and were affected by cloud contamination and
dust optical depth effects (e.g., Sanders & Weintraub 2001;
Green et al. 2013). There are numerous higher angular res-
olution interferometric observations at submillimeter and
millimeter bands towards individual target sources (e.g.,
Lim & Takakuwa 2006; Alonso-Albi et al. 2009; Pe´rez et
al. 2010; Ko´spa´l 2011b; Dunham et al. 2012; Hales et al.
3
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Fig. 3. Comparisons of the millimeter images with the Subaru-HiCIAO near infrared polarization intensity images, for FUOri
(left), ZCMa (middle), and V1057Cyg (right). In each panel, the angular resolution of the millimeter images are presented in
bottom left. Left:– The Subaru-HiCIAO H-band image (color), overplotted with the JVLA 33 GHz continuum image. Contours
are 36 µJy beam−1 (10-σ) × [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] (reproduced from Liu et al. 2017). Middle:– The Subaru-HiCIAO K-band image (color),
overplotted with the SMA 225 GHz continuum image. Contours are 5 mJy beam−1 (5-σ) × [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. The spatial offset
between the millimeter emission peak and the coronagraphic mask can be casued by a combination of the astrometric uncertainty
of SMA due to phase self-calibration, and the astrometric uncertainty of Subaru-HiCIAO. Right:– The Subaru-HiCIAO H-band
image (color), overplotted with the SMA 225 GHz continuum image. Contours are 0.72 mJy beam−1 (3-σ) × [-1, 1, 3, 5, 7].
Fig. 4. A lower angular resolution 225 GHz continuum image
of Haro 5a/6a IRS. The synthesized beam (θmaj × θmin; P.A.) is
1.′′7×1.′′2; P.A.=59◦. Contours are 2.4 mJy beam−1 (1σ) × [-3,
3, 6, 12, 24, 48].
2015; Cieza et al. 2016; Ko´spa´l et al. 2017; Lim et al. 2016;
Liu et al. 2016a; Liu et al. 2017; Zurlo et al. 2017; Ru´ız-
Rodr´ıuez et al. 2017). However, a systematic comparison
of the (sub)millimeter emission property from high angular
resolution observations is still lacking.
From our extensive observations using the
Submillimeter Array (SMA)1 we compile a sample
of 29 accretion outburst YSOs (FUors, EXor, and
FUor-like objects) except for the active accretion YSO
IRAS20588+5215N which has a less well clarified nature
(Aspin et al. 2009). We have also processed the archival
SMA observations of these types of objects. The observed
target sources are summarized in Table 1. The selected
target AR 6A/6B is a visual binary object, of which both of
the host YSOs are FUor-like objects. For the visual binary
ZCMa, one host protostar is a repetitive short-duration
outburst YSO while the other is a FUor-like object. The
sources RNO1B and 1C were previously considered as
binary outburst sources. However, they are ∼5000 AU
apart and are in fact located in a condensed low-mass
cluster-forming regions (e.g., Staude & Neckel 1991;
Anglada et al. 1994; Quanz et al. 2007). They should be
regarded as independent sources, of which the binarity is
not yet resolved. We refer to Audard et al. (2014), Gramajo
et al. (2014), and references therein for the properties of
the selected target sources, and omit duplicating those
descriptions.
Most of these observations were carried out at the
central frequencies of ∼225 GHz (1.33 mm) and ∼271
GHz (1.1 mm), which can be compared with the recent
Atacama Large Millimeter Array (ALMA) 1.33 mm surveys
of Class II YSOs in the nearby molecular clouds, and can be
compared with the 0.88 mm surveys after adopting certain
assumed (sub)millimeter spectral indices (e.g., Carpenter et
al. 2014; Ansdell et al. 2016; Pascucci et al. 2016; Ansdell
et al. 2017; and see also Andrews et al. 2013). The majority
of our target sources were observed with ∼1′′ synthesized
1 The Submillimeter Array is a joint project between
the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory and the Academia
Sinica Institute of Astronomy and Astrophysics, and is funded
by the Smithsonian Institution and the Academia Sinica (Ho et
al. 2004).
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Fig. 5. Millimeter fluxes of the observed target sources. The
millimeter fluxes are from Table 1. All presented fluxes from
our observations have been scaled to the measurements at 225
GHz by assuming an identical spectral index of α = 3.8. In ad-
dition, the plotted flux of each source has been scaled by (d
[pc] / 353 [pc])2, where d is the source distance and 353 pc is
the parallax distance of FUOri. Blue, black, and red symbols
are the FUors, EXors, and FUor-like objects, respectively. Class
I, I/II, II, and III sources are distinguished by different sym-
bol shapes, which are introduced in the figure legend. Symbols
for target sources which are not detected (presented 3-σ upper
limit) or are largely confused by the parent cloud structures, are
presented in lighter colors. Symbols for non-detected sources are
connected with downward arrows. The horizontal displacements
of symbols do not have physical meaning although in general
the more embedded sources are more to the left. The four thin
horizontal gray lines show the corresponding dust mass evalu-
ated by Mdust [M⊙] = 1.13 × 10
−5 F
353 pc
1.33 mm[mJy], which is a
formulation introduced by Ansdell et al. (2017) but was rescaled
to a 353 pc distance. Solid and dashed yellow lines show the cu-
mulative distribution function of the present sample: the former
includes both the detected and non-detected sources by assign-
ing their fluxes as the 1-σ noise, and the later only includes the
detected sources. Purple, light blue, red, and green dotted lines
present the M∗ >0.3 M⊙ Class II objects in the Taurus, Lupus,
Chameleon I, and Upper Sco regions, respectively (quoted from
Pascucci et al. 2016; the original observations can be found in
Andrews et al. 2013, Carpenter et al. 2014, Ansdell et al. 2016,
Barenfeld et al. 2016, and Pascucci et al. 2016).
beams, which is sufficient for tracing dust emission from
their circumstellar disks and inner envelopes. The presented
observations and the details of data reduction are intro-
duced in Section 2. We summarize the spatially resolved
structures, the continuum emission, and the time variabil-
ity of millimeter fluxes of a subset of sources in Section 3.1,
3.2, and 3.3, respectively. The present paper intends to fo-
cus on presenting measurements. Nevertheless, we briefly
Fig. 6. Observed fluxes of V1057Cyg, V2494Cyg, and
V2495Cyg. Measurements were made at 224-225 GHz if not
specifically annotated. Black line in the bottom panel shows the
measured and applied flux values of the gain phase and am-
plitude calibrator for these observations, 3C418. The absolute
flux reference sources of these observations are listed in Table
1. In the panel of 3C418, gray symbols and dotted line quote
the tablized 224-225 GHz flux values and errors from the SMA
Calibrator List, which is maintain by Mark Gurwell. For the
target source measurements, the chosen minimum uv distances
are annotated in individual panels. For each source, we chose
an identical minimum uv distance for each (time) epoch of mea-
surement.
provide our preliminary hypotheses to explain some identi-
fied features from our observations in Section 4. We defer
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Fig. 7. Visibility amplitudes of V1057Cyg, V2494Cyg,
V2495Cyg. In each panel, we plot the azimuthally vector-
averaged visibility amplitudes for individual epochs of observa-
tions in different colors. Gray symbols and dashed lines show the
averaged visibility amplitudes from all available observations.
We only present the measured amplitudes which are more than
two times higher than the expected amplitude assuming pure
noise, to suppress the confusion from some poorly sampled uv
distance ranges in our observations. We still cannot fully avoid
the issue related to poor uv sampling, which in some cases arti-
ficially biases the amplitudes higher at the shortest and/or the
longest uv distance.
the detailed analysis of (sub)millimeter spectral energy dis-
tributions (SEDs) to forthcoming papers. Our conclusion
is given in Section 5. Appendix A presents a summary for
our SMA observations. Appendix B introduces the millime-
ter flux variability of some sources which were observed in
multiple epochs but have limited data quality. Appendix
C archives the visibility amplitude distributions of some
sources that are not addressed in the main text.
2. Observations
Extensive SMA observations at ∼1 mm band towards FU
Orionis objects and EXors were carried out from 2008 to
2014, under the management of Michael Dunham (Project
codes: 2011A-S030, 2013A-S085 , 2013B-S078, 2013B-S092,
2014A-S011, 2015A-S065, 2015B-S078), Hauyu Baobab Liu
(Project codes: 2013B-A004, 2014B-A001), Tyler Bourke
(Project code: 2008B-S002, 2013A-S057), Naomi Hirano
(Project code: 2013A-A018), and Steve Longmore (2008A-
S101, 2009A-S066). We also retrieved archival data of
the two sources V883Ori and V1647Ori taken by Dave
Principe (unknown project code) and un-identified PIs from
2004 to 2012. The observations of HBC722 taken from
project 2011A-S030 have been reported in Dunham et al.
(2012). The observations of FUOri taken from projects
2008B-S002 and 2013B-A004 have been reported in Liu et
al. (2017). The observations of EXors taken from project
2014B-A001 have been reported in Liu et al. (2016a). A
brief summary including all the observational setups is pro-
vided in Appendix A for the sake of the integrity of infor-
mation. We have re-calibrated some of the already reported
data or have re-imaged them for our present purposes.
Some of these observations were carried out with a
track-sharing observational strategy. All of these observa-
tions utilized the Application-Specific Integrated Circuit
(ASIC) correlator, which provided 48 GHz intermediate fre-
quency (IF) coverages in the upper and the lower sidebands,
with 48 spectral windows in each sideband. Some observa-
tions taken after January of 2015 further include the SMA
Wideband Astronomical ROACH2Machine (SWARM) cor-
relator, which provided two additional spectral windows
covering the 8-9.5 GHz and 10.5-12 GHz IFs, respectively.
However, we omit using data in the 10.5-12 GHz IF be-
cause of poor response, which was also pointed out in Liu
et al. (2016a). Not all of the presented observations were
originally carried out for the same scientific purposes. In
addition, some of these observations were taken utilizing
filler observing time, during when the spectral tunings had
to follow those of the regular time projects. Therefore, there
are deviations of the central frequencies. Nevertheless, the
local oscillator frequencies of most of these observations
are either in the range of 224-225 GHz (∼1.33 mm; e.g.,
for simultaneously observing the 12CO 2-1 isotopologues),
or are in the range of 271-272 GHz (∼1.10 mm; e.g., for si-
multaneously observing HCN/HCO+/N2H
+ lines). We will
conveniently refer to the former as 225 GHz observations,
and the later as 272 GHz observations, since we do not
have enough of accuracy to distinguish flux measurements
at ∼1 GHz frequency offsets. The differences in the observ-
ing wavelength is not particularly significant in terms of
our major science purpose of constraining the dust emission
around ∼1 mm wavelength (more discussion in Section 3
and 4). For similar reasons, the projected baseline lengths
covered by the observations of individual sources can be
very different, which do have an impact on our interpre-
tation. We will provide fair and relevant cautions at the
related scientific analysis and discussion.
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Fig. 8. Similar to Figure 6, but for V883Ori. Top two pan-
els present the observations at 225 GHz, which were gain cali-
brated by the observations of quasar 0609-157. Bottom two pan-
els present the observations at 272 GHz, which were gain cali-
brated by the observations of quasar 0530+135. Quasar 0609-157
happened to be flux monitored by SMA at 224-225 GHz on the
dates of our 225 GHz observations, May 27 and June 17 of 2008.
We applied the tabulated flux values of 0609-157 on these two
dates instead of applying our own measurements, since the mea-
surements made by Mark Gurwell are well vetted. We scale the
272 GHz measurements to 225 GHz by multiplying a factor of
0.46 (i.e., assuming spectral index α ∼ 4.0, and overplot to the
top panel. We adopted a relatively large (25%) potential abso-
lute flux error for the measurements on August 27, 2014, due to
the large phase dispersion during the observations.
Fig. 9. Visibility amplitudes of V883Ori (similar to Figure 7).
We scaled the observed amplitudes at frequencies higher than
225 GHz to the expected amplitudes at this frequency, by assum-
ing the spectral index α =4.0. We overplot the integrated flux
measured at the same frequency by ALMA with 11 kλ shortest
uv distance, which were taken on December 12 of 2014 and April
05 of 2015 (Cieza et al. 2016). We assume a nominal 10% error
bar for the presented ALMA measurement. There were ALMA
observations taken with the more extended array configuration
in August and October of 2015. We omit presenting measure-
ments from the extended ALMA array observations since they
observed quasars as absolute flux references, which are not ideal
for the purpose of studying flux variability.
We followed the standard data calibration strategy of
SMA. The application of system temperature (Tsys) infor-
mation and the absolute flux, passband, and gain calibra-
tions were carried out using the MIR IDL software package
(Qi 2003). The absolute flux scalings were derived by com-
paring the visibility amplitudes of the gain calibrators with
those of the absolute flux standard sources of SMA, which
are planets or planet moons (i.e., the ‘Flux cal.’ column
in Table C.1). After calibration, the zeroth-order fitting
of continuum levels from line-free channels and the joint
weighted imaging of all continuum data were performed
using the Miriad software package (Sault et al. 1995). We
performed zeroth-order multi-frequency imaging combining
the upper- and lower-sideband data, to produce sensitive
continuum image at the central observing frequency (i.e.,
the local oscillator frequency). We used a 0.′′05 cell size and
2048 pixels in each spatial dimension when creating all im-
ages. The cell size is representative to the fit errors of any
coordinates or image component sizes in general. Primary
beam attenuation was corrected using the linmos task of
the Miriad software package.
In most of our flux measurements, we quote a nominal
10% absolute flux error in the case that it is larger than
the 1-σ thermal noise (in terms of Jy beam−1), and quote
the 1-σ thermal noise in the rest of the cases. However, for
some observations which were carried out in relatively poor
weather conditions (e.g., τ225 GHz & 0.2, or in conditions
with high phase dispersion), we quote up to 25% absolute
flux error in the case that it is larger than the 1-σ thermal
noise according to our experiences. We also note that for ob-
servations in high phase dispersion weather conditions, for
example, some filler time observations at ∼6-7 pm Hawaii
time, the baseline length dependent phase de-coherence (for
more discussion see Pe´rez et al. 2010) can artificially cause
the azimuthally-averaged visibility amplitude decrease with
7
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uv distance. In most of our observations, the effect of phase
de-coherence is not significant in the short baselines, and
therefore does not significantly bias our flux measurements.
However, the degraded azimuthally-averaged visibility am-
plitudes can artificially make the sources appear slightly
spatially resolved both in the image and in the visibility do-
main. In the following sections, we will clarify our concern
about data quality and potential defects whenever they are
relevant.
3. Results
We present in Figure 1 and 2 the SMA images of the 1.3
or 1.1 mm continuum emission of the observed sources.
For FUOri, ZCMa and V1057Cyg, we provide a compari-
son of our available millimeter images with the previously
reported Subaru-HiCIAO near infrared coronagraphic po-
larization intensity images (Liu et al. 2016b) in Figure 3.
Details of the resolved continuum emission structures are
described in Section 3.1. The continuum flux measurements
for the circumstellar material are introduced in Section 3.2.
Our flux measurements are summarized in Table 1. Some
of our target sources were observed at the same or similar
frequencies in multiple epochs. We discuss their millime-
ter flux variability/stability in Section 3.3 and Appendix
B. The visibility amplitudes for sources which are not dis-
cussed in the text are provided in Appendix C.
3.1. Continuum structures
XZTau was observed with a short integration time thus was
limited by the poor uv coverage. Since a very bright mil-
limeter emission source HLTau was located at the edge of
the SMA field of view when we observed XZTau, our image
of XZTau is very seriously confused with imaging defects.
From Figure 1 we see that XZTauA and B are enclosed in
a 3-σ contour. We tentatively consider that XZTauA and
B are detected in the SMA observations, although the re-
ported flux in Table 1 should be regarded as an upper limit
due to the confusion. Osorio et al. (2016) reported that the
1.3 mm flux from the inner 3 AU radius around XZTauB
is 7±2 mJy, although this source is located outside of the
primary beam of their reported ALMA observations. The
sources RNO1B and 1C are located in a very condensed
low-mass cluster-forming environment (Anglada et al. 1994;
Quanz et al. 2007a; Jua´rez et al. in prep.) Our SMA obser-
vations towards these sources show that RNO1C is associ-
ated with a ∼5000 AU scale clumpy gas/dust toroid; and
RNO1B is associated with a ∼5000 AU scale gas/dust arm
which connects to the clumpy toroid from the south (Figure
1). Due to the limited angular resolution of our SMA ob-
servations, we cannot separate the millimeter emission of
the cirucmstellar material of RNO1B and 1C from these
extended structures. Therefore, their millimeter fluxes are
considered as upper limits. We do not detect millimeter con-
tinuum emission from VYTau, V1143Ori, AR6a, AR 6b,
HBC722, IRAS 20588+5215N, V1735Cyg, and V733Cep.
For the rest of the observed sources, SVS 13A, PP13S,
Haro 5a/6a IRS, V2775Ori, NGC2071MM3, and ZCMa
are resolved to be associated with &1000 AU scales, spa-
tially asymmetric dust/gas structures, which may be the
innermost parts of their residual circumstellar envelope.
This is consistent with the fact that these sources were pre-
viously considered as Class I YSOs (Table 1). It is worth
Fig. 10. Similar to Figure 6, however, for the target source
FUOri and is presenting the measurements at 271-274 GHz.
Horizontal axes of the top and middle panels are presented on
the same scale. There were only two epochs of 225 GHz obser-
vations on FUOri. However, one of them (November 09, 2013)
was taken at an extremely poor weather condition (τ225 GHz ∼
0.4), such that the absolute flux calibration was very uncertain.
Middle and bottom panels present the gain calibrators for the
271-274 GHz observations (0530+135) and the 225 GHz obser-
vations (0510+180), respectively.
noting that such extended arm-like feature was also spa-
tially resolved in the the Atacama Large Millimeter Array
(ALMA) observations of 13CO 2-1 towards the nearby
low-mass YSO, HLTau (Yen et al. 2017; see also Welch
et al. 2000). L1551 IRS 5 is associated with a >1000 AU
scale envelope (e.g., Saito et al. 1996; Looney et al. 1997;
Momose et al. 1998; Chou et al. 2014), which however was
largely filtered out in our SMA continuum observations due
to missing short-spacing data. The millimeter emission of
the rest of the detected sources appears to be dominated
by spatially compact (e.g., disk-like) structures; some of
them are spatially marginally resolved (V883Ori, NYOri,
V1057Cyg). V2494Cyg and V2495Cyg present spatially
unresolved compact sources immediately surrounded by
spatially asymmetric or clumpy structures. The higher an-
gular resolution (0.′′05-0.′′5) millimeter continuum observa-
tions of FUOri, V883Ori, V2775Ori, XZTau and PP13S
8
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Fig. 11. Visibility amplitudes of FUOri (similar to Figure 7).
We scaled the observed amplitudes at frequencies higher than
225 GHz to the expected amplitudes at this frequency, by as-
suming the spectral index α ∼3.8 (see discussion of Liu et al.
2017).
have been reported by Hales et al. (2015), Liu et al. (2017),
Cieza et al. (2016), Zurlo et al. (2017), Osorio et al. (2016),
and Pe´rez et al. (2010).
All objects with elongated emission appear to be
of Class I type, implying possible interactions with
parental clouds/filaments. Whether these elongated struc-
tures present injections of gas/dust from surroundings or
ejections from the disk (e.g., Vorobyov 2016) remains to
be understood (Akiyama et al. 2017, in prep.) In the SMA
image created at lower angular resolution (Figure 3), the
extended millimeter emission around ZCMa appears more
significant and presents a &4000 AU scale arm-like struc-
ture extending from ZCMa toward the south. The previ-
ously reported arm-like structure around ZCMa in the near
infrared polarization coronagraphic image (Canovas et al.
2015; Liu et al. 2016b) is projectedly the innermost part
of this &4000 AU scale arm-like structure. The previous
JCMT-SCUBA 450 µm and 850 µm continuum observa-
tions show that these structures are further connected with
a ∼2′ (∼105 AU) scale elongated gas structure which has
an east-west alignment (Sandell & Weintraub 2001). The
lower angular resolution SMA image of Haro 5a/6a IRS also
revealed a>3000 AU scale arm-like structure which extends
from Haro 5a/6a IRS to the south (Figure 4). The dominant
millimeter emission source around V1057Cyg is spatially
compact in our SMA observations. However, we detected
several millimeter emission clumps south of it (Figure 3).
The most significant one is marginally spatially resolved,
which may have ∼500-1000 AU size scales. The previous
JCMT-SCUBA 450 µm and 850 µm continuum observa-
tions show that V1057Cyg is associated with a &2′ (∼7.2
× 104 AU) scale elongated gas structure which has a north-
south alignment (Sandell & Weintraub 2001). SVS 13A
and PP13S are also connected with exterior gas filaments
(Sandell & Knee 2001; Sandell & Weintraub 2001). Our
SMA observations do not have fine enough uv coverages to
address the detailed geometry of the extended emission on
a few arcsecond scales around SVS 13A and PP13S (Figure
1).
3.2. Millimeter fluxes
We measured millimeter fluxes of the detected sources in
the image domain by performing two-dimensional Gaussian
fits. The synthesized beams of individual SMA images, and
the obtained millimeter source sizes, fluxes, and positions,
are summarized in Table 1. We note that fitting fluxes from
visibility amplitudes cannot be systematically applied to
all of our targets, since some structures around them can
significantly contribute to the visibility amplitudes, and it is
not easy to subtract them off due to our limited uv coverage.
Based on previous radio observations towards a subset of
our sample (Rodriguez et al. 1990; Liu et al. 2017), and the
previous surveys of radio emission from Class 0-III YSOs
(e.g., Liu et al. 2014; Dzib et al. 2015), we consider the
millimeter flux contributed from free-free emission to be
negligible.
We measured the flux of the central compact source us-
ing the peak intensity per synthesized beam (i.e., the ‘peak
intensity’ column from Table 1), as these values are approx-
imately the same (as long as the spatial extension is absent
or marginal), but the peak intensity measurements suffer
less from contaminating emission from more extended com-
ponents. Figure 5 compares the fluxes of the central com-
pact objects embedded in the observed sources. The binary
or multiple systems which cannot be spatially resolved with
our SMA observations are presented with only one sym-
bol. The integrated fluxes derived from two-dimensional
Gaussian fits can be significantly biased by the extended
structures, which also depend on the angular resolution of
our images (for some discussion see Dunham et al. 2014).
On the other hand, we found that the ‘peak intensity’ re-
turned from the two-dimensional Gaussian fit tends to be
very close to the maximum pixel value in the image, which
is less or not sensitive to angular resolution in most of
our observed cases. However, for the case of L1551 IRS 5,
we quoted its ‘integrated flux’ instead since it is located
at a nearer distance (∼140 pc) than most of the observed
sources. The shortest uv distance for L1551 IRS 5 (∼30 kλ)
traces a similar spatial scale as the ∼100 kλ baseline ob-
servations on sources in the Orion molecular cloud (d ∼420
pc). Quoting the ’peak intensity’ for L1551 IRS 5 will reduce
its flux by 30%, which will not significantly affect our scien-
tific discussion. For the other marginally spatially resolved
sources V1057Cyg, ZCMa, NGC2071MM3, V2775Ori,
V883Ori, NYOri, Haro 5a/6a IRS, SVS 13A, and PP13S
(Table 1), quoting ‘peak intensity’ potentially leads to an
underestimate of the millimeter flux of their circumstellar
material by ∼20%. Given the widely spread millimeter lu-
minosity of our observed sample over a range of&3 orders of
magnitude, such 20% underestimates will not significantly
bias the presentation of Figure 5 and our following discus-
sion.
When generating Figure 5, we have scaled the observed
flux of Parsamian21 from 272 GHz to 225 GHz by assum-
ing a spectral index α = 3.8. Our assumption of α is moti-
vated by the previous observations towards FUOri (Liu et
al. 2017; for a review of dust opacity see Draine 2003). For
scaling 272 GHz measurement to 225 GHz measurement,
assuming the extreme α values 4.0 and 2.0, the scaling fac-
tors are 0.47 and 0.68, respectively. This is merely a ±10%
error thanks to the small frequency range we probed, and is
not significant as compared with our assumed uncertainties.
In addition, we scaled the plotted flux of each source by (d
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[pc] / 353 [pc])2, where d is the source distance and 353
pc is the parallax distance of FUOri (Gaia Collaboration
2016). The vertical error bars incorporate a normal 10%
distance error for Taurus sources and 20% for the rest of
the sources, and the measurement errors (Section 2). For
a sense of the distance uncertainty we note that prior to
the Gaia data release, FUOri was usually considered to be
at a 450 pc distance (Auddard et al. 2014) and that the
updated distance by Gaia is ∼78% of it. We denote the
rescaled flux by F
353 pc
1.33 mm. We may potentially underesti-
mate the distance of ZCMa by a factor of ∼2 (Audard et
al. 2014; Gramajo et al. 2014), and thereby underestimate
its F
353 pc
1.33 mm by a factor of ∼4.
From Figure 5, we see that the millimeter emission of
the archetype long duration outburst source, FUOri, is in
fact relatively faint as compared with the rest of the de-
tected FUor or FUor-like objects. The non-detections of
V1143Ori and VYOri constrained their millimeter lumi-
nosity to be considerably lower than that of FUOri. Our 3-
σ upper limits for HBC722 (see Dunham et al. 2012; Ko´spa´l
et al. 2016; Dunham et al. in prep.), V733Cep, V1735Cyg,
AR6a, AR 6b, and IRAS 20588+5125N are still consistent
with the objects having a millimeter luminosity similar to
that of FUOri but are presently not yet detected either
due to their larger distances or were observed with higher
thermal noise levels. The previously reported silicate-
emission type objects (FUOri, Parsamian21, V1057Cyg,
V1515Cyg, V1647Ori, XZTau) appear systematically less
luminous than the silicate-absorption type objects (ZCMa,
L1551 IRS 5, RNO1B, RNO1C, V1735Cyg, V883Ori) at
1mm, although their millimeter luminosity distributions
overlap (for more discussion see Quanz et al. 2007b).
In Figure 5, we also quote the formulation that Ansdell
et al. (2017) used to convert 1.33mm flux to the dust mass
of circumstellar disk based on an optically thin assumption
and an assumption of a fixed dust temperature Tdust =20 K.
We quote the derived dust masses from the ALMA surveys
towards the Taurus, Lupus, Cha I, and Upper Sco molec-
ular clouds from Pascucci et al. (2016), which show that
the dust masses of the Class II YSO disks are mostly in
the range of 1-100 M⊕. In Figure 5, we limit the presenta-
tion of those ALMA surveys to sources for which the stel-
lar mass is higher than 0.3 M⊙. Class II YSOs with <0.3
M⊙ stellar mass tend to have lower millimeter luminos-
ity, and therefore the ALMA samples were rather incom-
plete. On the other hand, the previously estimated stellar
masses for FUors/EXors are mostly higher than 0.3 M⊙
although these estimates are very uncertain (for more dis-
cussion see Gramajo et al. 2014, and references therein).
We note that Ansdell et al. (2017) adopted the dust opac-
ity κ1000 GHz =10 cm
2 g−1 and the opacity spectral index
β =1.0, which corresponds to κ230 GHz =2.3 cm
2 g−1. At
230 GHz, the dust opacity adopted by Pascucci et al. (2016)
was the same with that adopted by Ansdell et al. (2017), in
spite that Pascucci et al. (2016) adopted β =0.4. In addi-
tion, Pascucci et al. (2016) has used self-consistent inputs
and evolutionary models to estimate disk dust masses and
stellar masses. The millimeter luminosity of our observed
accretion outburst YSOs appear systematically brighter
than the average Class II YSOs. We note that following
the β=1 (i.e., α=3) assumption of Ansdell et al. (2017) will
infer still lower 225 GHz fluxes for the Class II YSOs which
were observed by ALMA only at 345 GHz.
We caution that the dominant 1.33mm emission sources
in some of our targets can be optically very thick, such that
adopting an optically thin assumption can lead to an un-
derestimate of dust mass by one order of magnitude (e.g.,
FUOri, Liu et al. 2017; see also Dunham et al. 2014, Osorio
et al. 2016, and Evans et al. 2017). This effect is subtle, and
may not be limited only to the case of accretion outburst
YSOs. The 0.85-1.3mm SED of FUOri is indeed consistent
with optically thin dust emission, whereas its condensed
and optically very thick inner few AU scale disk may still
hide ∼90% of dust mass since it cannot significantly con-
tribute to the overall<1 mm flux (Liu et al. 2017). The pre-
vious Plateau de Bure Interferometry (PdBI) θmaj × θmin
=2.′′7×2.′′2 continuum observations on V1057Cyg at 2.75
mm from March 28 to June 22 of 2012 detected integrated
flux and peak intensity of 4.9 mJy and 2.6 mJybeam−1,
respectively (Fehe´r et al. submitted). If we combine all of
our SMA 1.33 mm observations towards V1057Cyg, the
image tappered to the same angular resolution as that of
the PdBI 2.75 mm image has a peak intensity of 18±2
mJybeam−1. Comparing the peak intensities at 1.33 mm
and 2.75 mm implies a spectral index α =2.5-2.8 at this
specific wavelength range. The previous PdBI θmaj × θmin
=2.′′4×2.′′2 continuum observations on V1735Cyg at 2.75
mm on April 05 and June 25 of 2014 detected integrated
flux and peak intensity of 2.3 mJy and 1.8 mJybeam−1,
respectively (Fehe´r et al. 2017). Comparing with our 3σ
detection limit of V1735Cyg at 1.33 mm implies an up-
per limit of spectral index α =1.7-2.0. We cannot rule out
the possibility that the derived very low spectral indices of
V1057Cyg and V1735Cyg at 1.33-2.75 mm were confused
by millimeter flux variability (more discussion see Section
3.3). Otherwise, the low spectral indices at 1.33-2.75 mm
can be interpreted by the (partly) obscured, very optically
thick hot inner disk of a few AU scales (e.g., Zhu et al.
2007) which is heated by the outbursts or outburst trig-
gering (or related) mechanisms. Hot inner disk presents in
FUOri (Liu et al. 2017) and may be common in Class 0/I
stages (I-Hsiu Li et al. 2017). Yet another possible inter-
pretation for the low spectral indices is dust grain growth
(Draine et al. 2006). In the case that there are embedded
hot inner disks, our reported ∼1mm fluxes approximately
trace the dust mass outside of the millimeter photosphere
of each YSO, which is also true for the case of FUOri.
Without a spatially resolved image or a well sampled mil-
limeter SED, the interpretation of the dust mass outside of
the millimeter photosphere is inevitably model dependent.
More related discussion will be provided in Section 4. In
the case of grain growth, dust opacity (Draine et al. 2006)
will likely be a few times lower than what was assumed
in Ansdell et al. (2017), which will lead to underestimates
of the dust masses of our samples in Figure 5. We note
that the possibilities to interpret the low spectral indices
of V1057Cyg and V1735Cyg are not mutually exclusive.
The few AU scales hot inner disk is possible to present flux
variability on the orbital timescales of from a few months to
few years, for example, if its density and/or thermal struc-
tures are altered by stellar accretion, or if it is heated by the
time varying spiral shocks, viscous heating, or compression
work.
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3.3. Millimeter variability/stability
Some of our target sources were observed in multiple time
epochs. For not spatially resolved targets, or for resolved
sources which were covered by observations with signifi-
cantly overlapping uv coverages, we can constrain the vari-
ability/stability of their millimeter emission. Since the ob-
servations were not specifically designed to quantify vari-
ability, the potential calibration or measurement errors re-
quire to be addressed in detail, which will be provided in
Sections 3.3.1-3.3.3, and in Appendix B.1-B.3 for sources
which are less well observed.
As a summary, we found that the 225GHz fluxes of
V1057Cyg may have up to ∼20% time variability; the
225GHz fluxes of V2494Cyg and V2495Cyg may have up
to 30%-60% time variability from June 2013 to August
2014. From May 2008 to October 2015, the 225GHz flux
of V883Ori may vary by less than ∼10%. The 272 GHz
flux of FUOri is consistent with less than ∼10% variability
from December 2008 to January 2017. V1647Ori is consis-
tent with less than ∼10% of 225GHz flux variability from
November 2013 to October 2015. NYOri is consistent with
< ±15% of 225GHz flux variability from April 02 to 08 of
2013. For NGC 2071MM3 and Haro 5a/6a IRS which were
observed with limited uv coverages and were confused by
extended emission, we tentatively consider that the former
has less than ± ∼20% millimeter flux variation in March
2014, and the latter has less than 10% millimeter flux varia-
tion fromMarch 2014 to September 2015. For the rest of the
observed sources, we do not have sufficient time sampling
or data quality to address flux variability.
3.3.1. V1057Cyg, V2494Cyg, and V2495Cyg
V1057Cyg, V2494Cyg, and V2495Cyg were observed in
the same tracks on June 17 of 2013, and August 17 and
20 of 2014. In addition, V1057Cyg and V2494Cyg were
observed in a track on June 04 of 2014. The gain phase
and amplitude calibrator for all these sources in all tracks
was 3C418, which was bright (0.8-1 Jy) at 225 GHz during
these observations. 3C418 is 7.8◦, 3.3◦, and 6.0◦ separated
from V1057Cyg, V2494Cyg, and V2494Cyg, respectively.
The weather conditions on June 17 of 2013 and June 04 of
2014 were the averaged condition for the SMA operations
at 225 GHz; the weather conditions on August 17 and 20
of 2014 were excellent (Table C.1).
For each of these three sources, we imaged each epoch
of observations separately but selected an identical short-
est uv distance. In Figure 6 we plot the fluxes measured in
the image domain via Gaussian fits. In addition, we shifted
the phase referencing centers of our observations to the
locations of the millimeter continuum emission peaks in
post processing using the uvedit task of the Miriad soft-
ware package, and then measured the azimuthally vector-
averaged visibility amplitudes using the uvamp task of
Miriad. Since the phase referencing centers for the observa-
tions of these three sources, the stellar positions, are very
close to the millimeter emission peaks (Figure 1, 2), whether
or not we shift the phase referencing centers in post pro-
cessing will not significantly change the measured visibil-
ity amplitudes. The obtained visibility amplitudes are pre-
sented in Figure 7. The visibility amplitudes of V1057Cyg
are rather complicated, in particular, at <50 kλ uv dis-
tances, due to the contribution from the millimeter emis-
sion clumps adjacent to it (Figure 3).
From Figure 6, we see that the measured fluxes on
August 17 and 20 of 2014 are very well consistent, in spite
of that these two tracks observed different absolute flux
standard sources (Table C.1). The visibility amplitudes of
V2494Cyg taken on June 17 of 2013 are only slightly higher
than those taken on June 04 of 2014 at the overlapping uv
distance range (Figure 7). However, the observed fluxes of
V2494Cyg in August 2014 are approximately 1.4 times the
observed flux on June 17 of 2013. The fluxes of V2495Cyg
in August 2014 are 1.6 times those on June 17 of 2013. The
fluxes of V1057Cyg in August 2014 may be 1.1 times the
observed flux on June 17 of 2013, although the difference is
consistent with our assumed measurement/calibration er-
rors; its flux may drop by ∼20% on June 04 of 2014, al-
though ∼10% of it may be attributed to calibration errors.
The observed flux variations of V2494Cyg and
V2495Cyg are larger than what can be caused by the typ-
ical absolute flux calibration uncertainty of SMA at 225
GHz. Our measured and applied flux values of 3C418 on
June 04 and August 17 and 20 of 2014 are also very well
consistent with the flux monitoring results of SMA (Figure
6, bottom panel). Figure 6 also shows that the fluxes of
3C418 varies no more than ∼10% over the timescales of
from a few days to few months. Therefore, our flux measure-
ments are unlikely to be largely confused by the time vari-
ability of 3C418. For spatially resolved sources, the differ-
ences in uv sampling can bias the observed fluxes. However,
the millimeter emission sources associated with V1057Cyg,
V2494Cyg, and V2495Cyg are all spatially relatively com-
pact. Moreover, we in fact detect higher fluxes from obser-
vations with the more extended array configurations, which
cannot be explained by the effect of missing short-spacing
data. The effect of atmospheric phase decoherence (e.g.,
Pe´rez et al. 2010) will also more likely degrade the fluxes
observed from longer baselines. Due to the consistent ob-
servations and calibrations for these three sources, the flux
variations are hard to be fully attributed to calibration er-
rors. Therefore, we consider that millimeter flux variability
was defected from at least two of these three sources. We
are also open to the possibility that there are subtle instru-
mentation issues (e.g., unexpected antenna pointing errors
for target sources but not calibrators) that were not iden-
tified or cannot be diagnosed by us, which might lead to
larger flux uncertainties than what we assumed.
3.3.2. V883Ori
We performed analyses which are similar to those outlined
in Section 3.3.1, and present the results in Figure 8 and 9.
The measured fluxes on May 27 and June 17 of 2008 are
consistent to within our assumed measurement errors. In
addition, the visibility amplitudes measured with SMA are
also very well consistent with the integrated fluxes taken
by ALMA at the same frequency on December 12 of 2014
and April 05 of 2015. Moreover, we scaled the observed
fluxes on December 06 of 2008 and August 27 of 2014 at
272 GHz to 225 GHz by assuming the spectral index α=4.0
(see Cieza et al. 2016), and found that they are also consis-
tent with the 225 GHz measurements to within the assumed
measurement error. These observations constrain the mil-
limeter flux variability of V883Ori from 2008 to 2015 to
less than ∼10%.
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3.3.3. FUOri
We present the observed fluxes and visibility amplitudes
of FUOri in Figure 10 and 11. (Sub)millimeter emission
around FUOri cannot be spatially resolved by any of the
presented SMA observations (see Hales et al. 2015 and Liu
et al. 2017 for higher angular resolution (sub)millimeter
images). Therefore, we imaged individual epochs of obser-
vations without limiting the uv distance range, and then
measured fluxes in the image domain by performing two-
dimensional Gaussian fits.
There were two epochs of 225 GHz observations.
However, the first epoch was taken at poor weather con-
ditions with τ225 GHz ∼0.4 (Table C.1), thus the absolute
flux scaling cannot be derived reliably. Therefore, our anal-
ysis of variability focuses on the 272 GHz fluxes measured
on December 06 of 2008, August 27 of 2014, and January
31 of 2017, which are 43, 43 and 39 mJy, respectively. All
of these measurements are consistent within our assumed
measurement error. We constraint the 272 GHz flux vari-
ability of FUOri to at most ∼10%. Our result is consistent
with Green et al. (2016b) who claimed that FUOri does
not present infrared variability over the last decade.
4. Discussion
To understand better the observed distribution of F
353 pc
1.33 mm,
in Figure 12 we plot the confirmed binary or triple systems
separately from the rest of the sources. In addition, we
exclude the sources which are in very condensed cluster-
forming environments (RNO1B, RNO1C, HBC722). We
found that millimeter emission of the confirmed binary or
multiple systems may be systematically lower than that
of the rest of the sources. It is also possible that there
is an additional, millimeter bright population in the later
samples, for example, V883Ori, V2494Cyg and V2495Cyg.
We note that the samples presented in the right panel of
Figure 12 may contain unresolved binary or multiple sys-
tems, which follow a F
353 pc
1.33 mm distribution similar with
what is presented in the left panel. We refer to Harris et
al. (2012) who reported that multiple YSO systems with
>300 AU separations show similar (sub-)millimeter emis-
sion properties with single ones; multiple YSO systems with
<300 AU separations are in general considerably fainter
at (sub-)millimeter bands, although there are exceptions
which posses millimeter bright circumbinary disks.
The different F
353 pc
1.33 mm distributions of the two samples
can be seen more clearly in the comparison with the cumu-
lative mass distribution derived from the ALMA surveys of
Class II disks (Figure 12). The cumulative mass distribu-
tion function of the samples of confirmed binary or multiple
systems resembles that of theM∗ >1.3M⊙ Class II objects
in the Cham I region. We note that the M∗ >1.3 M⊙ Class
II objects are among the highest mass but rare popula-
tions of the samples previously surveyed by ALMA. They
tend to have higher millimeter luminosity than the lower
stellar mass ones. Pascucci et al. (2016) and Ansdell et al.
(2017) based on the ALMA surveys towards Taurus, Lupus,
Upper Sco, σ Orionis, and Cham I regions suggested that
F
353 pc
1.33 mm and M∗ may be correlated, and may be approx-
imately described by the power laws F
353 pc
1.33 mm[mJy]∝(M∗
[M⊙])
γ , where γ may be in the range of ∼1.5-3. The masses
of the host protostars in our FUor(-like) and EXor sam-
ples are not well determined due to that spectral-typing for
the protostars is seriously confused by the emission from
the hot inner disk (e.g., Zhu et al. 2007). We cannot know
whether or not the millimeter bright sources in our sam-
ples possess higher mass host YSOs. We also do not yet
know whether or not the correlation of F 353 pc1.33 mm and M∗
should hold in the FUor(-like) and EXor samples. The pro-
tostellar mass of the millimeter brightest FUor-like object,
V883Ori, was constrained to be ∼1.3M⊙ by the Keplerian
rotation curve of CO gas (Cieza et al. 2016), which may be
a relatively massive YSO in our sample but not extreme.
However, we caution that interpreting the higher millimeter
luminosity of the observed FUors/EXors, compared to the
M∗ >1.3 M⊙ Class II objects, as a consequence of a higher
average stellar mass of the FUors/EXors sample, may re-
quire extrapolating the correlation between F
353 pc
1.33 mm and
M∗ to a stellar mass beyond the range for which this corre-
lation was measured (c.f., Boissier et al. 2011; Andrews et
al. 2013).
Although many of the seven observed EXors show lower
values of F
353 pc
1.33 mm (Figure 12), it is not yet clear to us how
the outburst nature (e.g., long duration, short duration and
repetitive, FUor-like) is related to the value of F
353 pc
1.33 mm.
They may not be related, which may imply that the out-
burst nature is determined by the physical mechanisms
on unresolved spatial scales (e.g., magnetosphere or in-
ner circumstellar disk). The millimeter flux variability that
we potentially have detected from V1057Cyg, V2494Cyg,
and V2495Cyg may indicate that the thermal or density
structures of the dusty disks in the inner AU scale regions
around these sources are perturbed. We refer to Johnstone
et al.(2013) and Yoo et al. (2017) who argued that the mil-
limeter flux variability can also be due to the variation of
protostellar irradiation. Ko´spa´l et al. (2011a) reported the
1.25 mm flux variability over a timescale of a few days of
the EXor source UZTauE, which is binary. However, it is
not clear whether the 1.25 mm flux is dominated by dust
emission.
There are four sources (VYTau, XZTau, V1118Ori,
V1143Ori) which our SMA observations have constrained
to have considerably lower F
353 pc
1.33 mm values than FUOri
(Figure 12). All of them are EXors. In particular, VYTau
may be a Class III source which possess considerably lower
disk mass than the rest of our samples (Liu et al. 2016a).
The accretion outbursts may only require some mass to be
concentrated immediately around the host YSOs instead
of requiring the bulk of circumstellar disk to be very mas-
sive, although the presence of a very massive disk natu-
rally make it easier to fulfill the required mass concentra-
tion to feed accretion outbursts. We emphasize that the
observed F
353 pc
1.33 mm traces dust mass outside of the millime-
ter photosphere (e.g., the τ =1 boundary). The sources
which have low F 353 pc1.33 mm values can still possess massive
but compact and optically thick disks (e.g., XZTauB, see
Osorio et al. 2016; see also Figure 12 of Zhu et al. 2010).
In addition, it becomes rather difficult to detect such com-
pact disks unless they are very significantly heated, either
by protostellar irradiation or mechanic works. Capturing
exterior, infalling gas arms/streams/clumps may replenish
the circumstellar disk mass, which is conducive to trigger-
ing accretion outbursts. Either disk gravitational instabil-
ity (e.g., Vorobyov & Basu 2010; Vorobyov & Basu 2015;
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Fig. 12. Similar to Figure 5. In this figure, we plot the confirmed binary or multiple sources in the left panel, and plot the rest of
the sources in the right panel. We exclude RNO1B, RNO1C, and HBC722 which are located in condensed stellar cluster forming
regions (Figure 1; see also Dunham et al. 2012). Purple, light blue, red, and green dotted lines present the M∗ >1.3 M⊙ Class II
objects in the Taurus, Lupus, Chameleon I, and Upper Sco regions, respectively (quoted from Pascucci et al. 2016; the original
observations can be found in Andrews et al. 2013, Carpenter et al. 2014, Ansdell et al. 2016, Barenfeld et al. 2016, and Pascucci
et al. 2016).
Mercer & Stamatellos 2017; Tsukamoto et al. 2017) or bi-
nary interaction (e.g., Bonnell & Bastien 1992; Pfalzner
2008; Nayakshin & Lodato 2012) can help pile up gas and
dust to small spatial scales.
Moreover, the sources which are resolved to be con-
nected with dense, ≥103 AU scale millimeter emission fila-
ment(s) (e.g., SVS 13, PP13S, NGC2071MM3) or arm(s)
(e.g., Haro 5a/6a IRS, ZCMa) are not necessarily partic-
ularly bright in our measured F 353 pc1.33 mm. On the other
hand, many sources which show high F 353 pc1.33 mm values
(e.g., V2494Cyg, V2495Cyg, V883Ori, V2775Ori, PP13S,
Haro 5a/6a IRS) are surrounded by circumstellar disk struc-
tures (or inner accreting envelope) that have spatial scales
larger than few tens of AU (Figure 1, 2, 7, 9, C.1; see also
Pe´rez et al. 2010; Cieza et al. 2016), which are very different
from the case of FUOri which presents spatially compact
millimeter emission (Figure 3; Hales et al. 2015; Liu et al.
2017). For confirmed binary or triple systems, the compact
emission may be explained by several physical mechanisms
which are not mutually exclusive. During the earlier evo-
lutionary stage, members of the binary may preferentially
capture the infalling gas stream which has less relative mo-
tion with respect to them. In other words, part of the initial
angular momentum budget of the parental core goes to the
orbital motion of the binary components. Therefore, the
circumstellar disks formed around each of the individual
members may be initially small due to the lower accumu-
lated angular momentum. In addition, binary interaction
may truncate large disks or may induce efficient inward mi-
gration of dust. A disk will become faint in F 353 pc1.33 mm once
the dust grains are migrated inside the millimeter photo-
sphere. On the other hand, if the F 353 pc1.33 mm bright sources
are indeed isolated YSOs (V883Ori is very likely the case
according to the ALMA image presented in Cieza et al.
2016) or very compact binary systems, then the brighter
F
353 pc
1.33 mm emission observed around the higher mass YSOs
may be naturally understood by that a certain fraction of
the accreted gas and dust to form YSOs is yet centrifugally
supported at extended (e.g., ∼100 AU) regions (some theo-
retical discussion is presented in Vorobyov 2013, Kuffmeier
et al. 2017, and references therein). Accreting gas from large
to small scales and onto protostars requires either the ro-
tational motion of extended circumstellar disk or the or-
bital motion of the binary/multiple components to serve
as reservoirs of angular momentum. More insight can be
gained by combining radiative transfer modeling and hy-
drodynamic simulations, which is not in the scope of the
present manuscript.
5. Conclusions
We have observed a sample of 29 FUors, EXors, and FUor-
like objects using the SMA, at ∼1.1-1.3 mm wavelengths.
Most of the detected sources, which are located at distances
of ∼140-1000 parsec, were observed with ∼1′′ angular res-
olution. Therefore, our observations trace the circumstellar
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Table 1. Summary for individual target sources
Source name RNO1B (V710Cas) RNO1C SVS13A (Per-emb-44
A/B)
PP13S
Evolutionary Class Class I/II (cluster) Class I (cluster) Class I (binary) Class I
stellar R.A. (J2000) 00h36m46s.05 00h36m46s.65 03h29m03s.759 04h10m41s.119
stellar Decl. (J2000) +63◦28′53.′′29 +63◦28′57.′′90 +31◦16′03.′′99 +38◦07′54.′′41
Spectral type F8 M (?) late-F to early-G (un-
known type companion
separated from ∼0.′′3)
mid-K (?)
Onset (yr) 1978 FUor-like >1988, <1990 FUor-like
Outburst duration (yr) &40 · · · &30 · · ·
Assumed distance (pc) 929 929 235 350
Synthesized beam 1.′′3×1.′′1; -25◦ 1.′′3×1.′′1; -25◦ 1.′′5×0.′′88; 43◦ 1.′′7×1.′′0; 54◦
(θmaj × θmin; P.A.) [31-140 kλ]
Image RMS (mJy beam−1) 1.2 1.2 10.6 7.0
mm R.A. (J2000) confused confused 03h29m03s.75 04h10m41s.12
mm Decl. (J2000) confused confused +31◦16′03.′′7 +38◦07′54.′′5
Image component size · · · · · · 1.′′7 × 1.′′1; 39◦ 1.′′8 × 1.′′1; 49◦
(FWHMmaj × FWHMmin; P.A.) lightly confused
Peak intensity (mJybeam−1) .6 .12 162±16 200±20
Peak S/N .5 .10 15 29
Integrated 1.3 mm Flux (mJy) · · · · · · 225±23 229±23
Source name L1551 IRS5 XZTauA VYTau V1118Ori
Evolutionary Class Class I (binary) Class III (binary) Class III (binary) Class II (binary)
stellar R.A. (J2000) 04h31m34s.08 04h31m40s.095 04h39m17s.412 05h34m44s.747
stellar Decl. (J2000) +18◦08′04.′′90 +18◦13′56.′′71 +22◦47′53.′′40 −05◦33′42.′′26
Spectral type Both mid-K ? (separated
by 0.′′3)
M3 (one M0 comparion at
∼42 AU separation, and
potentially an unknown
type one at 13 AU sepa-
ration)
M0 (with a M2-M4 com-
panion, orbital period
>350 yr)
M2-M3 (with a compan-
ion of unclear spectral
type, separation∼76 AU)
Onset (yr) FUor-like many many (1900-1970, 2013-
present)
many
Outburst duration (yr) · · · a few 0.5-2 ∼1.2
Assumed distance (pc) 140 140 140 420
Synthesized beam 1.′′2×0.′′90; -85◦ 0.′′54×0.′′39; 86◦ 0.′′59 × 0.′′40; 75◦ 0.′′61 × 0.′′47; 70◦
(θmaj × θmin; P.A.)
Image RMS (mJy beam−1) 3.0 17.0 0.55 0.6
mm R.A. (J2000) 04h31m34s.16 · · · · · · 05h34m44s.75
mm Decl. (J2000) +18◦08′04.′′6 · · · · · · −05◦33′42.′′3
Image component size 1.′′3 × 1.′′1; 137◦ · · · · · · 0.′′7 × 0.′′37; 17◦
(FWHMmaj × FWHMmin; P.A.)
Peak intensity (mJybeam−1) 488±49 3σ <51 3σ <1.7 2.3±0.6
Peak S/N 150 · · · · · · 3.8
Integrated 1.3 mm Flux (mJy) 780±78 3σ <51 3σ <1.7 2.3±0.6
Source name Haro 5a/6a IRS NYOri V1143Ori V883Ori
Evolutionary Class Class I Class II Class II Class I/II
stellar R.A. (J2000) 05h35m26s.560 05h35m36s.011 05h38m03s.896 05h38m18s.1
stellar Decl. (J2000) −05◦03′55.′′08 −05◦12′25.′′32 −04◦16′42.′′85 −07◦02′26′′
Spectral type uncertain mid-G to early-K M2 F5
Onset (yr) FUor-like many many FUor-like
Outburst duration (yr) · · · >0.3 ∼1 · · ·
Assumed distance (pc) 450 420 420 460
Synthesized beam 1.′′2×0.′′88; 90◦ 2.′′0 × 0.′′86; 64◦ 0.′′58 × 0.′′47; 65◦ 2.′′4×2.′′2; -55◦
(θmaj × θmin; P.A.) [271 GHz]
Image RMS (mJy beam−1) 2.4 1.7 0.62 7.6
mm R.A. (J2000) 05h35m26s.56 05h35m36s.01 · · · 05h38m18s.11
mm Decl. (J2000) −05◦03′55.′′2 −05◦12′25.′′3 · · · −07◦02′25.′′9
Image component size 1.′′3 × 1.′′08; 78◦ 2.′′0 × 0.′′94; 66◦ · · · 2.′′5 × 2.′′3; 123◦
(FWHMmaj × FWHMmin; P.A.)
Peak intensity (mJybeam−1) 132±13 29±2.9 · · · 664±66
Peak S/N 55 17 · · · 87
Integrated 1.3 mm Flux (mJy) 171±17 32±3.2 3σ <1.9 704±70
material which is feeding the outburst YSOs. Our main
findings are:
• We detected asymmetric, 103 AU scales millimeter
continuum emission structures around Haro 5a/6a IRS,
NGC 2071MM3, and ZCMa. We detected asymmetric
or clumpy, few hundreds AU scales structures imme-
diately around SVS 13, PP13S, V2775Ori, V2494Cyg,
and V2495Cyg. V1057Cyg is surrounded by a few 500-
1000 AU scale millimeter emission clumps which are at
a few 103 AU projected separations. RNO1B, RNO1C,
and HBC722 are located in crowded low-mass cluster
forming environments. The other detected sources are
14
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Table 1. (Continued)
Source name V2775Ori ([ctf93] 216-2) FUOri V1647Ori NGC2071MM3
Evolutionary Class Class I Class I/II Class I/II Class I
stellar R.A. (J2000) 05h42m48s.488 05h45m22s.368 05h46m13s.135 05h47m36s.6
stellar Decl. (J2000) −08◦16′34.′′74 +09◦04′12.′′25 −00◦06′04.′′82 +00◦20′06
Spectral type M5 early-K to mid-M (with a
∼1M⊙ companion,∼0.
′′5
separation)
M0 uncertain
Onset (yr) >2005, <2007 1936 many FUor-like
Outburst duration (yr) >5 >80 a few · · ·
Assumed distance (pc) 420 353 400 400
Synthesized beam 1.′′1×1.′′0; 73◦ 1.′′7×0.′′77; 67◦ 1.′′2×1.′′0; −82◦ 3.′′9×2.′′9; 86◦
(θmaj × θmin; P.A.)
Image RMS (mJy beam−1) 1.9 1.8 0.66 4.0
mm R.A. (J2000) 05h42m48s.49 05h45m22s.38 05h46m13s.14 05h47m36s.59
mm Decl. (J2000) −08◦16′34.′′7 +09◦04′12.′′3 −00◦06′04.′′9 +00◦20′06.′′1
Image component size 1.′′1 × 1.′′1; 76◦ 1.′′3 × 0.′′83; 69◦ 1.′′3 × 1.′′1; 98◦ 4.′′2 × 3.′′4; 78◦
(FWHMmaj × FWHMmin; P.A.) confused
Peak intensity (mJybeam−1) 99±10 18±1.8 69±6.9 55±5.5
Peak S/N 52 9.3 105 14
Integrated 1.3 mm Flux (mJy) 115±12 18±1.8 74±7.4 .70
Source name AR 6A/6B ZCMaNW/SE Parsamian 21 (HBC687) V1515Cyg
Evolutionary Class Class I (binary) Class I (binary) Class I Class II
stellar R.A. (J2000) 06h40m59s.31/59s.31 07h03m43s.164 19h29m00s.86 20h23m48s.010
stellar Decl. (J2000) +09◦35′52.′′0/49.′′2 −11◦33′06.′′22 +09◦38′42.9 +42◦12′25.′′70
Spectral type early-G to late-K/
Unknown (separated by
2.′′8)
B8-outbursting / F5-
FUor-like (separation
∼0.′′1)
A5e G2-G5
Onset (yr) FUor-like/FUor-like many (1987, 2000, 2004,
2008, etc) / · · ·
FUor-like 1950
Outburst duration (yr) · · · / · · · a few / · · · · · · ∼30
Assumed distance (pc) 800 930 400 1000
Synthesized beam 4.′′2×1.′′4; 37◦ 1.′′1×0.′′93; 42◦ 1.′′2×0.′′83; 40◦ 1.′′7×1.′′3; 78◦
(θmaj × θmin; P.A.) [35-162 kλ] [266 GHz] [220-277 GHz]
Image RMS (mJy beam−1) 1.3 1.3 1.1 1.0
mm R.A. (J2000) · · · 07h03m43s.16 19h29m00s.86 20h23m48s.02
mm Decl. (J2000) · · · −11◦33′06.′′0 +09◦38′42.′′5 +42◦12′25.′′8
Image component size · · · 1.′′4 × 0.′′90; 38◦ 1.′′1 × 0.′′78; 37◦ 1.′′7 × 1.′′3; 77◦
(FWHMmaj × FWHMmin; P.A.) confused
Peak intensity (mJybeam−1) 3σ <3.9 21±2.1 37±3.7 6.0±1.0
Peak S/N · · · 16 34 6
Integrated 1.3 mm Flux (mJy) 3σ <3.9 27±2.7 37±3.7 6.0±1.0
Source name HBC722 (V2493Cyg or
PTF10qpf)
V2494Cyg (HH381 IRS) V1057Cyg IRAS 20588+5215N
Evolutionary Class Class II Class I/II Class I/II (binary) Class I
stellar R.A. (J2000) 20h58m17s.029 20h58m21s.09 20h58m53s.72 21h00m21s.40
stellar Decl. (J2000) +43◦53′43.′′29 +52◦29′27.′′70 +44◦15′28.′′3 +52◦27′09.′′40
Spectral type K7-M0 G F7-G3 I-II (with a M-
type companion, separa-
tion ∼30 AU)
uncertain
Onset (yr) 2010 >1983, <1989 1970 Actively accreting,
Outburst duration (yr) >6 &20 10-30 but not necessarily a
FUor or EXor
Assumed distance (pc) 520 800 600 800
Synthesized beam 3.′′3×3.′′0; −14◦ 0.′′86×0.′′53; 74◦ 0.′′87×0.′′50; 76◦ 1.′′2×1.′′0; 85◦
(θmaj × θmin; P.A.)
Image RMS (mJy beam−1) 2.4 1.0 0.7 2.1
mm R.A. (J2000) · · · 20h58m21s.10 20h58m53s.73 · · ·
mm Decl. (J2000) · · · +52◦29′27.′′5 +44◦15′28.′′4 · · ·
Image component size · · · 0.′′87 × 0.′′53 ; 75◦ 1.′′0 × 0.′′59 ; 84◦ · · ·
(FWHMmaj × FWHMmin; P.A.) variable
Peak intensity (mJybeam−1) 3σ <7.2 117±15 15±2.0 3σ <6.3
Peak S/N · · · 117 21 · · ·
Integrated 1.3 mm Flux (mJy) 3σ <7.2 117±15 19±2.0 3σ <6.3
spatially compact, which were marginally resolved or
were not resolved by our SMA observations.
• Among our observed sources, the confirmed binary or
multiple systems show a systematically lower F
353 pc
1.33 mm
distribution than the rest of the sources. Unfortunately,
the presently large uncertainty in the spectral types
and the target source distances prohibit addressing
whether or not the difference is related to a different
protostellar mass distribution. Finally, our samples
show a systematically higher F 353 pc1.33 mm distribution
than that of the sample of Class II YSOs summarized
by Pascucci et al. (2016).
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Table 1. (Continued)
Source name V2495Cyg V1735Cyg (Elias 1-12) V733Cep (Persson’s star)
Evolutionary Class Class I/II Class I/II Class II
stellar R.A. (J2000) 21h00m25s.25 21h47m20s.65 22h53m33s.24
stellar Decl. (J2000) +52◦30′17.′′0 +47◦32′03.′′8 +62◦32′23.′′8
Spectral type K5-M1 (uncertain) F0 II-G0 II early- to mid-G
Onset (yr) ∼1999 >1957 and <1965 >1953 and <1984
Outburst duration (yr) >8 &30 &30
Assumed distance (pc) 800 900 800
Synthesized beam 0.′′78×0.′′46; 74◦ 1.′′2×0.′′97; 85◦ 3.′′3×2.′′9; −84◦
(θmaj × θmin; P.A.)
Image RMS (mJy beam−1) 1.0 2.6 0.59
mm R.A. (J2000) 21h00m25s.24 · · · · · ·
mm Decl. (J2000) +52◦30′16.′′9 · · · · · ·
Image component size 0.′′78 × 0.′′49; 75◦ · · · · · ·
(FWHMmaj × FWHMmin; P.A.) variable
Peak intensity (mJybeam−1) 73±15 3σ <7.8 3σ <1.7
Peak S/N 73 · · · · · ·
Integrated 1.3 mm Flux (mJy) 89±15 3σ <7.8 3σ <1.7
Notes.
a Except for FUOri of which the parallax distance has been provided by Gaia data releases (Gaia Collaboration 2016), we
quoted the target source distances mostly from Audard et al. (2014). We note that the distance of ZCMa may be as high as 1800
pc, which is approximately two times higher than the value we quote here. b Spectral types of our target sources may be uncertain.
We quote them mainly based on the discussion in Gramajo et al. (2014), Audard et al. (2014) and references therein. We provide
the list of references for the sake of crediting the original works, on the other hand not duplicating the related description given
that we are not providing any better observational constraints. The protostellar mass of V883Ori has been constrained by the
observations of Keplerian rotation curve with ALMA (Cieza et al. 2016). We do not find dedicated discussion about the protostellar
masses of Haro 5a/6a IRS, NGC2071MM3, and IRAS20588+5215N. c We specify whether a target source is a confirmed visual or
spectroscopic binary or multiple systems in this table. However, we cannot rule out the possibility that some unspecified sources are
not yet resolved close binaries. We refer to Reipurth & Aspin (2004b) and references therein for more discussion about multiplicity
of these objects.
References. • A´braha´m et al. (2004) • Andrews et al. (2004) • Anglada et al. (2004) • Antoniucci et al. (2016) • Aspin & Sandell (1994) • Aspin
& Reipurth (2003) • Aspin et al. (2008) • Aspin et al. (2009) • Beck & Aspin(2012) • Beljawsky (1928) • Bonnefoy et al. (2017) • Bricen˜o et al. (2004)
• Caratti o Garatti et al. (2011) • Caratti o Garatti et al. (2012) • Carrasco-Gonza´lez et al. (2009) • Chen et al. (2016) • Cieza et al. (2016) • Cohen
& Kuhi (1979) • Dibai (1969) • Dodin et al. (2016) • Eisloeffel et al. (1991) • Elias (1978) • Fischer et al. (2012) • Forgan et al. 2014; • Gramajo et al.
(2014) • Green et al. (2006) • Green et al. (2013) • Green et al. (2016a) • Haas et al. (1990) • Hartmann et al. (1989) • Hartmann & Kenyon (1996)
• Herbig (1977) • Herbig et al. (2003) • Herbig (2008) • Hillenbrand (1997) • Hodapp & Chini (2014) • Kenyon et al. (1988) • Kenyon et al. (1989) •
Kenyon et al. (1991) • Kenyon et al. (1993) • Kolotilov & Petrov (1983) • Koresko et al. (1991) • Kospal et al. (2005) • Kopatskaya et al. (2013) •
Krist et al. (1997) • Lim et al. (2016) • Lodato & Bertin (2001) • Lodato & Bertin (2003) • Magakian et al. (2013) • Miller et al. (2011) • Movsessian
et al. (2006) • Munari et al.(2010) • Peneva et al. (2010) • Persson (2004) • Pueyo et al. (2012) • Quanz et al. (2007a) • Reipurth & Aspin (1997) •
Reipurth et al.(2004) • Reipurth & Aspin(2004) • Reipurth & Aspin (2004b) • Reipurth et al. (2007a) • Reipurth et al. (2007b) • Reipurth & Aspin
(2010) • Rodr´ıguez et al. (2003) • Sandell & Aspin (1998) • Semkov et al. (2010) • Semkov et al. (2012) • Staude & Neckel (1991) • Staude & Neckel
(1992) • Strom & Strom (1993) • Szeifert et al. (2010) • The et al. (1994) • van den Ancker et al. (2004) • Wang et al. (2004) • Welin (1971) • Zhu
et al. (2007)
• All detected sources which are confirmed to have lower
F
353 pc
1.33 mm than FUOri, are EXors (XZTau, VYTau,
V1143Ori, V1118Ori). The F
353 pc
1.33 mm values of the
longer duration outburst sources and FUor-like objects
are widely spread. The lower bound of their 1.33 mm
fluxes will only become certain once the future, deeper
observations recover those presently non-detected
sources.
• The distribution of F
353 pc
1.33 mm for those targets which
exhibit 10 µm silicate emission (FUOri, Parsamian21,
V1057Cyg, V1515Cyg, V1647Ori, and XZTau) is
systematically lower than that of the silicate absorp-
tion objects (ZCMa, L1551 IRS 5, RNO1B, RNO1C,
V1735Cyg, and V883Ori), although these two distri-
butions partly overlap. This may be consistent with the
interpretation of Quanz et al. (2007b) that the silicate
absorption objects are embedded by denser residual
circumstellar envelopes as compared with the silicate
emission ones.
• We may have detected the millimeter flux vari-
ability of a few tens percents from V2494Cyg and
V2495Cyg. The millimeter emission of FUOri and
V883Ori appears stationary over the approximately one
decade timescales. Millimeter emission of V1057Cyg,
V1647Ori and Haro 5a/6a IRS may be stationary over
a 1-2 years timescale. Over the timescale of several
days, we constrained the millimeter flux variability of
NGC2071MM3 and NYOri to be less than ±10%-15%,
which should be regarded as upper limits given the
relatively limited data quality of these two sources.
Given the high accretion rate of FUOri over the last
∼80 years (∼10−4 M⊙ yr
−1), the stability of its mil-
limeter emission implies that the inner few AU region
of its circumstellar disk is very massive such that its
density and thermal structures are not yet significantly
perturbed due to the massive inflow motion. This is
consistent with the mass derivation of Liu et al. (2017).
• The high F 353 pc1.33 mm values of our observed sources may
imply that they possess relatively massive circumstellar
disks. This may be conducive to triggering accretion
16
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outbursts.
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Appendix A: Observational details
We summarize information about each track of the pre-
sented SMA observations in Table C.1, including the start-
ing date, array configuration, number of available antenna,
approximated uv distance range, atmospheric optical depth
τ at 225 GHz (τ225 GHz), intermediate frequency (IF) cov-
erage, central observing frequency (i.e., local oscillator fre-
quency), observed target sources, and absolute flux refer-
ence source. We note that for track sharing observations
which covered multiple target sources, the actually sam-
Fig.A.1. Similar to Figure 6, however, for the target source
V1647Ori. Horizontal axes of all three panels are presented on
the same scale. The gain calibrator was 0532+075 on November
13 of 2012, and was 0607-085 on October 17 of 2015.
pled uv distance ranges of individual target sources may
slightly vary from the listed values.
Appendix B: Millimeter variability/stability of
V1647Ori, NYOri, NGC 2071MM3 and
Haro 5a/6a IRS
B.1. V1647Ori
We present the observed fluxes and visibility amplitudes of
V1647Ori in Figure A.1 and A.2. There were two epochs of
SMA observations at 225 GHz towards V1647Ori. Figure
A.2 show that this source was spatially compact. We im-
aged individual epochs of observations limiting the uv dis-
tance range to >30 kλ, and then measured fluxes in the im-
age domain by performing two-dimensional Gaussian fits.
The detected fluxes were 73 and 68 mJy on November 13 of
2012 and October 07 of 2015, respectively. Figure A.1 shows
that the fluxes in the overlapping baseline range agree very
well at the two different observing epochs. We conclude that
V1647Ori has less than 10% millimeter flux variability over
this time period. It is worthy of noting that the observed
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Fig.A.2. Visibility amplitudes of V1647Ori (similar to Figure
7).
Fig.B.1. Similar to Figure A.1, however, for the target source
NYOri. Gain calibrator of these observations was 0607-085, of
which the measured fluxes are presented in Figure A.1.
gain quasars, in particular, 0607-085 (Figure A.1) presented
large flux variability on as short as a few days timescales.
To constrain millimeter flux variability to less than 10%
precision, it is necessary to observe a stationary absolute
flux standard source instead of adopting the tabulated flux
values of gain calibration quasars.
B.2. NYOri
NYOri was observed on April 02 and 08 of 2014. We present
the observed fluxes and visibility amplitudes of NYOri in
Figure B.1 and B.2. The April 02 epoch was taken at poor
weather condition with τ225 GHz ∼0.3-0.4 (Table C.1). The
thermal noise of the April 02 observations was larger than
the assumed 10% flux error. However, due to the poor
weather on this date, we may underestimated the poten-
tial absolute flux error. The derived fluxes on these two
dates are 29 and 22 mJy, respectively. We consider the up-
per limit of the millimeter flux variability of NYOri over
this time period to be ±15%.
B.3. NGC2071MM3 and Haro 5a/6a IRS
The millimeter emission of dust around NGC2071MM3
and Haro 5a/6a IRS are spatially extended as compared
with the angular scale of the SMA primary beam (Figure
1). Limited by uv coverages of the observations towards
these sources, we were not able to produce images from in-
Fig.B.2. Visibility amplitudes of NYOri (similar to Figure
7).
Fig.B.3. Top and bottom panels show the visibility ampli-
tudes of NGC2071MM3, and the measured fluxes of the gain
calibrator 0607-085. We scaled the observed amplitudes at fre-
quencies lower than 225 GHz to the expected amplitudes at this
frequency, by assuming the spectral index α =4.0.
dividual epochs of observations. Based on the comparison
of the visibility amplitudes (Figure B.3-B.4), we tentatively
consider that NGC2071MM3 has less than ± ∼20% mil-
limeter flux variation in March 2014, and Haro 5a/6a IRS
has less than 10%millimeter flux variation fromMarch 2014
to September 2015.
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Fig.B.4. Visibility amplitudes of Haro 5a/6a IRS. Gain cal-
ibrator of these observations was 0607-085, of which the mea-
sured fluxes are presented in Figure A.1 and B.3.
Appendix C: Visibility amplitudes
We summarize the visibility amplitudes of SVS 13A,
PP13S, L1551 IRS 5, Haro 5a/6a IRS, and Parsamian21 in
Figure C.1.
We scaled the 341 GHz amplitudes of Haro 5a/6a IRS
to an observational frequency of 225 GHz based on the as-
sumption of spectral index α = 3.0. The assumed α appears
too small at .15 kλ uv distance, and is too large at >20
kλ uv distance. This may imply that the 341 GHz emis-
sion of Haro 5a/6a IRS is becoming optically thick on .10′′
angular scales (∼4500 AU).
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Table C.1. Summary of the SMA observations.
Dates Array Config. # of
Antennas
uv range τ225 GHz IFs Central
Freq.
Targets Flux cal.
(UTC) (kλ) (GHz) (GHz)
2008May27 SUB 8 10-90 0.1-0.15 4-6 225 V883Ori Uranus
2008Jun17 COM 7 10-90 0.1-0.15 4-6 225 V883Ori Uranus
2008Dec06 COM 8 10-70 0.1-0.15 4-6 272 FUOri, V883Ori Callisto
2011May20 COM 7 8-52 0.2-0.25 4-8 225 HBC722 Saturn
2012Nov13 COM 7 8-58 0.05-0.1 4-8 225 V1647Ori Callisto
2013Jun17 EXT 6 40-140 ∼0.2 4-8 225 IRAS20588+5215N,
V1057Cyg,
V1735Cyg,
V2494Cyg,
V2495Cyg
Neptune
2013Aug02 COM 5 8-52 0.1-0.15 4-8 224 RNO1B/1C Uranus
2013Oct24 EXT 6 23-138 0.2-0.3 4-8 224 RNO1B/1C Uranus
2013Oct25 EXT 5 20-158 0.1-0.2 4-8 224 RNO1B/1C,
V2775Ori, ZCMa
Uranus
2013Oct26 EXT 6 30-140 0.2-0.25 4-8 224 PP13S, SVS 13,
ZCMa, V2775Ori
Neptune
2013Nov09 EXT 7 30-170 0.4 4-8 224 VYTau, FUOri Uranus
2013Nov22 EXT 7 25-175 0.1-0.4 4-8 224 VYTau, FUOri Callisto
2014Feb10 SUB 6 4-19 0.15 4-8 224 RNO1B/1C Callisto
2014Mar07 SUB 7 5-35 0.2-0.3 4-8 225 NGC2071MM3,
AR6A/6B
Callisto
2014Mar10 SUB 7 5-35 0.1-0.25 4-8 225 NGC2071MM3,
AR6A/6B
Titan
2014Mar20 SUB-N 7 5-140/7-52 0.07 4-6 225/342
(dual RX)
Haro 5a6a IRS,
ZCMa
Callisto
2014Mar22 SUB 7 3-35 ∼0.2 4-8 225 NGC2071MM3,
AR6A/6B
Callisto
2014Mar27 SUB-N 5 5-140 ∼0.1 4-8 225 NGC2071MM3,
AR6A/6B
Callisto
2014Apr08 EXT 6 35-160 0.05 4-8 266 Parsamian 21 Titan
2014Apr22 COM-N 7 15-90 0.1-0.2 4-6 225 V1515Cyg,
V733Cep
Neptune
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Table C.1. (Continued)
Dates Array Config. # of
Antennas
uv range τ225 GHz IFs Central
Freq.
Targets Flux cal.
(UTC) (kλ) (GHz) (GHz)
2014Jun04 COM 7 10-60 0.15-0.2 4-8 225 V1057Cyg,
V2494Cyg
Neptune
2014Jun12 COM 8 10-79 0.15 4-6 272 V1515Cyg,
V2495Cyg
Neptune
2014Jun13 COM 8 8-52 0.1 4-8 225 V733Cep Neptune
2014Jul25 SUB 6 5-32 0.1-0.15 4-8 225 RNO1B/1C Neptune
2014Aug17 VEX 6 30-320 0.05 4-8 225 V1057Cyg,
V2494Cyg,
V2495Cyg
Titan
2014Aug20 VEX 7 30-320 0.1-0.15 4-8 225 V1057Cyg,
V2494Cyg,
V2495Cyg
Neptune
2014Aug27 EXT 8 30-200 0.15 4-8 272 V883Ori, FUOri Uranus
2014Sep02 EXT 7 30-150 0.1 4-6 236 V1515Cyg,
V733Cep
Neptune
2014Sep22 COM 7 10-55 0.15-0.2 4-8 220 NGC2071MM3,
AR6A/6B
Uranus
2015Jan22 VEX 7 25-390 0.07 4-8, 8-9.5,
10.5-12
225 XZTau, VY tau,
V1118Ori,
V1143Ori
Callisto
2015Jan26 VEX 5 25-350 .0.1 4-8, 8-9.5,
10.5-12
225 VY tau, V1118Ori,
V1143Ori
Callisto
2015Jan27 VEX 6 25-350 0.07 4-8, 8-9.5,
10.5-12
225 VY tau, V1118Ori,
V1143Ori
Callisto
2015Feb03 EXT 6 25-175 0.3 4-8 225 VY tau, V1118Ori,
V1143Ori
Callisto
2015Mar08 EXT 6 25-175 0.1 4-8 225 VY tau, V1118Ori,
V1143Ori
Ganymede
2015Apr02 EXT 6 30-170 0.3-0.4 4-8 225 NYOri, V1118Ori,
V1143Ori
Ganymede
2015Apr08 EXT 5 20-140 0.15 4-8 225 NYOri, V1118Ori,
V1143Ori
Titan
2015Sep18 EXT 7 30-177 0.1 4-8, 8-9.5,
10.5-12
225 L1551 IRS5 Uranus
2015Sep24 EXT 7 24-167 0.2 4-8, 8-9.5,
10.5-12
225 Haro 5a/6a IRS Uranus
2015Oct07 EXT 7 25-175 0.07 4-8, 8-9.5,
10.5-12
225 V1647Ori Uranus
2017Jan30 SUB 7 7.5-62/8-64 0.08 4-12 259/275
(dual RX)
FUOri Uranus
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Fig.C.1. Observed visibility amplitudes of SVS13A, PP13S, L1551 IRS 5, Haro 5a/6a IRS, V2775Ori, ZCMa, and Parsamian 21,
which were measured using the uvamp task of the Miriad software package. The visibility amplitudes of SVS13 is partly contributed
from the adjacent YSOs and the parent molecular cloud structures. Black curves are observations at ∼225 GHz. We combined
the data of V2775Ori taken on October 25 and 26 of 2013; we combined the data of ZCMa taken on October 25 and 26 of 2013,
and on March 20 of 2014. Blue curve in the panel of Haro 5a/6a IRS presents the 341 GHz observations taken on March 20, 2014.
We scaled the 341 GHz amplitudes to an observational frequency of 225 GHz based on the assumption of spectral index α = 3.0,
which corresponds to a scaling factor of 0.286.
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